
distinctly over the wire at the same time, so that they could 
be separately distinguished by the listener. The practical 
exemplification of the lately discovered system of telephony 
made by the professor afforded much pleasure and informa
tion to those present. 

The Mllon's Lon gitude and Solar Retrograde 

Motion. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: 

In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT (page 492, 
volume I), you state that a paper by Professor Newcomb, 
on " Inequality of the Moon's Longitude," was read at the 
June meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society, and that 
several of the more notable members of that scientific body 
expressed themselves af> being at present quite unable to tell 
the cause of the phenomenon. Allow me to advance the 
following, which, I think, points to the cause. 

The sun, his planets, and their several satellites are all 
distinct members or wheels of the great, grand celestial ma
chine called the solar system; and unless we look upon the 
whole as a machine, and trace the effects which the retro
grade motion of the largest one has upon the smaller ones, 
and these upon the smallest ones, we shall never be able to 
tell the cause of the phenomenon now under consideration, 
nor the cause of kindred phenomena in other moons; for 
they all move more or less ahead of their times while in 
one side of their respective orbits, and lag behind while on 
the other side, just ae the earth herself and every other 
planet does, and must do, although practical astronomy 
has not yet discovered the facts. 

To explain. We take the '1un, or main wheel, first: His 
orbit is to be considered the rim of the wheel; the center of 
his orbit, the center of the wheel; and he (the sun) fixed, 
as it were. on or in t�e rim.. That wheel turns on its axis 
retrogressively; and the rim, and the sun, of course, retro
grade at the rate of nearly 501" annually. Now, by virtue 
of the earth being carried retrogressively by the sun, she, 
too, retrogrades annually, as it were in .her own orbit, 
nearly 50l". Could we stand at the center of the sun's or
bit. and view clearly the longitude of the earth at the mom
ent she reaches 180°, we would find that she had fallen be
hind her sidereal place in the heavens, that is, the point at 
which she was when she Clime to 1800 the previous time, 
say 501"; and when she came to 0°, she would be 501" re
trogressively in advauce of where she was at the moment 
she came to the same point in her orbit one exact year be· 
fore. In other words, she would be behind time on one 
side of her orbit, and in advance of time on the other side 
of it. 

And it is exactly so with the moon. In one exact terres· 
trial year the moon retrogrades in space to the same exact 
amount; or, in other words, her orbit, as a whole, is carried 
retrogressively in space nearly 501", annually, or about 4" 
for every revolution she makes. It seems easy to see, then, 
that, in consequence of her retrogression in space, caused 
by the retrograde motion of the sun, she must be behind 
time, while on that side of her orbit which is outside of 
the sun's orbit, and vice versa. 

I submit the above to the consideration and amendment 
of the wise and learned. 

Gloucester City, N. J. JOHN HEPBURN. 

ProCessor Crookes' Radiometer. 

'1'0 the Editor of the Scientific American: 

On page 116 of your current volume, Mr. Joseph Delsaux, 
of Louvain, Belgium, presents some interesting experiments 
upon the radiometer. As I have not a radiometer at hand, 
I assume that the described tests were correctly made; and 
feel that thQre is good cause to suspect a cQaction of forces 
to move the electrometer vanes. Could it not be settled be· 
yond a doubt by charging the radiometer globe from an alec 
trical machine, to the same tension and with the same kind 
of electricity as the globe contained after being submitted to 
the radiation of the sun or any source of light, and then as· 
certain if the action of the radiometer were the same? 

Some other phenomena could be investigated in this con
nection. For instance, it is well known that selenium varies 
in electrical resistance from 15 to 100 per cent, inversely as 
the intensity of light to which it is subjected. It is also an 
established fact that on telegraphic circuits the speed of sig
naling is decreased during the middle portion of the day, 
and improved at night. Mr. R. S. Culley, the well known 
English electrician, called attention, in 1872, to this retar· 
dation, and said that the cause was not clear, but attributed 
it to "the ordinary diurnal variation of earth currents and to 
the increased resistance of the wires from increased temper
ature." As Mr. Culley has drawn no line between warm and 
cold weather, it would be well for Mr. Delsaux and other 
skillful experimenters to take the matter up, and apply the 
electrometer to things in the light and in the dark. We may 
perhaps thus be informed of what we are seeking to know. 

l,'hicago, Ill. F. W. JONES. 
. .. , .. 

Test Colors. 

To the Editor of the Scientific Ammican; 

In No. 7 of your current volume, I notice a report of a dis 
covery of new test colors from the iris and violet. I have 
found the blue convolulus major, or morning glory, of con· 
siderable practical value as a test for acids and alkalIes. In 
the first place, the flower itself is very sensitive, indicating 
the trace of nitric acid in rain water after a thunderstorm. 
The flowers show red spots wherever the rain water has 

Ititutifit �mtritau. 
wetted the surface after a shower during the night. A few 
of the flowers rubbed ill a glass or water will give a bright 
blue liquid, which will instantly redden if a drop of nitric or 
other acid be put in; and the blue will be restored by neu
tralization. But if the alkali is much in excess, it will turn 
green and return to blue on neutralizing again. Water col
ored by the red convolulus will turn blue on the addition of 
an alkaline salt, but is not so sensitive as the blue. 

Milledgeville, Ky. M. W. VENABLE. 
• 4e, .. 

Some Notes on Potato Beetles. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: 

It is not often that you are caught napping, and you are 
more apt to be so caught when lounging in the field of na· 
tural history than in any other. In your issue for July 29, 
you copy an article from the SCIENTIFIC FARMER, entitled 

"Facts about Potato Beetles," in which, among the promi
nent statements offered as " facts," we are told that the 
potato beetle (by which of course is meant the well known 
immigrant from Colorado, and not any of the other beetles 
that affect that plant) does not fly till night and does not eat. 
Both these statements are incorrect. The doryphora 10-
lineata, like most of the species of its family, flies readily in 
the daytime, but not at night; and it feeds freely upon the 
various plants of the nightshade family besides the potato, 
and sometimes does considerable damage in spring long be· 
fore the larvre appear; though it is not as voracious as these 
and seldom abounds on a plant to the same extent. Rea
soning from his "facts," the writer of the article goes on 
to say that" any mode of destroying the beetle, practised 
by the farmer here and there, is only lost time * * * 

therefore let the beetle alone "-an erroneous deduction na· 
turally following from the erroneous premise, and very un
sound advice. It is in fact all important, from the practi
cal view, to destroy the first beetles and thus prevent the 
laying of eggs and the subsequent injury; for while it is 
true that they may continue to fly in from neighboring fields, 
the fact nevertheless remains that the more you kill the less 
you have. Many experienced farmers in this part of the 
country justly consider the destruction of the early beetles 
important enough to warrant the laying of traps before the 
potatoes begin to put out of the ground; and they do this 
by dipping slices of the tuber in Paris green and laying them 
about a field where no domestic animal can get at them. 

There are other errors in the article in question, but of 
minor importance. For instance, every one who has had 
much experience knows that the third or last brood of 
beetles is fully developed and flies around for weeks or even 
months before seeking winter quarters, and that they hy. 
bernate in the perfect state, ready to awaken in the spring 
and fly about again for a few weeks before procreating. 
The species is, also,northern, not southern, in habitat, and, 
while spreading east along certain parallels,has not extended 
south. The talk, therefore, about the insects remaining 
dormant through the winter merely" because the tempera
ture is too low to perfect the insects," and about the proba. 
bility that, if they reached a tropical climate, their " trans
migration (transformation) will be uninterrnpted "-is 
"misty, " to say the least. The hybernating state is induced 
not alone by cold, and many insects prepare for it and cease 
multiplying months before winter sets in; and doryphora is 
one of them. 

St. Louis, Mo. C. V. RILEY. 
. .. , .. 

[For the Scientific American.] 

THE CALORIMETER OF THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE 
OF TECHNOLOGY. 

Among the draw�ngs displayed by this institution at the 
Centennial is one of the calorimeter used in the mechanical 
laboratory of the school, and a description of it by the pro· 
fessor of engineering may be found on one of the tables. A 
courteous attendant is usually on duty also, who takes 
pleasure in answering the questions of visitors. Profiting 
by these sources of information, the writer has prepared a 
description of the apparatus, which will doubtless be of in· 
terest to engineers. 

The general use of the calorimeter is to measure the 
quantity of steam condensed in it in a given time, and the 
amount of heat imparted to the condensing water by the 
steam. In this connection it is valuable for determining the 
quality as well as the quantfty of steam evaporated by a 
boiler, the steam required per horse power per hour by an 
engine, the condensation in the cylinder, the total and latent 
heat of steam at different pressures, the transmission of heat 
by different conductors, and numerous other problems of a 
similar character. Its great value in teaching the students 
right methods of investigation will be obvious, and at the 
same time practical questions of importance to steam users 
can be examined. The calorimeter to be described was used 
by Mr. Dixwell in his experiments on condensation in steam 
cylinders, a'notice of which will be found in the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN for March 11, 1876. 

The essential features of the instrument are a tank con
taining a condensing coil, a tank for the condensed steam, 
scales for determining the weights, and thermometers for 
ascertaining the temperatures. Steam enters the condenser, 
which is arranged so as to drain thoroughly, and after being 
condensed is discharged into a small tank where the weight 
and temperature are noted. The large tank is filled with 
water, the weight and temperature of which are noted at 
regular intervals. The small tank is closed at the top by a 
floating cover, secured to the edges by a rubber diaphragm. 
The large tank is also closed at the top, but provision is 
made for expansion by an expansion tank placed above, and 
having a floating cover. Each tank rests upon a pair of 
platform scales, and all connections to the tanks are made 
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by means of rubber pipes. which only change their direc
tion slightly during an experiment, and consequently do not 
sensibly affect the weights. The large tank has a circula 
ting pump which is worked at intervals during an experi. 
ment, so as to make the temperature of the condensing 
water uniform in all parts of the tank. To illustrate the 
use of the apparatus, suppose the exhaust pipe of a steam 
engine to be connected with the condenser, and that the con' 
sumption of steam per indicated horse power is to be de· 
termined. The large tank is filled with water, until the 
cover in the expansion tank floats, and the weight and tem· 
perature of the water are noted. The engine is then started, 
and at regular intervals indicator diagrams are taken, and 
the weights and 'temperatures of condensing and condensed 
water are noted, the temperature of the water in the large 
tank being equalized by the aid of the circulating pump be. 
fore it is recorded. The result of a series of operations shows 
that a certain weight of steam of a known pressure imparts 
a definite amount of heat to the condensing water, and from 
these data the quality of the steam can be calculated. 

The reader is doubtless familiar with other calorimeters, 
as they are frequently used by engineers. A large one was 
employed for two years at the fair of the American Institute 
in tests of steam boilers, the weight and temperature of the 
condensed water being noted, and a somewhat similar appa· 
ratus was used on a later occasion for testing the amounts 
of steam required for several rotary engines. The difference 
between these calorimeters and the one described above 
seems worthy of notice. In the one case the calculations 
are made by observing the succeseive changes in tempera, 
ture of a definite weight of water which is used throughout 
the experiment, and in the other the condensing water 
flows away continually, so that the temperature of the dis· 
charge does not vary much during a test. It will be seen 
that, where a definite volume of water is heated by condens
ing steam, the amount of heat thus measured is not all that 
has been given up by the steam. since some of the heat is 
absorbed by the apparatus; while in the other form of calor· 
imeter, if a definite temperature is reached before com· 
mencing an experiment, and is afterwards maintained, no 
more heat will necessarily be absorbed by the apparatus. 
Of course, in the form of apparatus used at the Massachu 
setts Institute of Technology, the amount of heat absorbed 
under various conditions might be determined, and the ne 
cessary corrections applied. Perhaps this has already been 
done, but it does not appear in the account given by the 
professor of mechanical engineering, who is quite minute 
in describing the tests of gages and thermometers. It may 
be, however, that the correction would generally be unim· 
portant. 

As appears from the desrriptions of the use of this appa· 
ratus, the students are well drilled in some special tests of 
testing apparatus. This is one of the most important points 
in the engineer's practice, and it seems to be duly appreci. 
ated at the school. Experience shows that physical appara· 
tus cannot be made free from defects, but that, if the amount 
of error is determined. corrections can be applied which 
will give accurate results. R. H. B. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

A Useful T ree. 

Mr. Morgan, an English consul resident in Brazil, cites, 
in a recent report to his government, the carnouba tree, a 
species of palm (copernicia cerifera) as one of the most val
uable vegetable productions of the c')untry. It flourishes 
without culture at Bahia, Rio Grande do Norte, and other 
well known localities, resists drought, and always appears 
green and luxuriant. Its roots possess properties similar to 
those of the sarsaparilla. The trunk furnishes a superior 
fiber. When the tree is young, it yields wine, vinegar, a 
saccharine matter, and a species of gum closely resembling 
sago. Its wood is excellently suited for the manufacture of 
musical instruments, as well as for tubes and conduits for 
water. The pulp of the fruit is very palatable, and the 
oily nut roasted and pulverized is a good substitute for cof· 
fee. The trunk also yields a flour similar to maizena. 
With the straw, hats, brooms, and baskets are made, and 
over half a million dollars worth of it are expott;ed to Eng 
land yearly. Lastly, a wax, used in the manufacture of can· 
dIes, is extracted from the leaves 

.4" .. 

The Cause oC Asphyxiation. 

Dr. Blandet, in the French Gazette Medicale, denies that 
carbonic acid gas has any toxic effect in cases of asphyxia· 
tion, and claims that it simply suffocates by filling the lungs 
to the exclusion of oxygen. Persons partially asphyxiated 
by carbonic acid gas can usually be restored by inhalations 
of oxygen. The true cause of bad air poisoning, Dr. Blan. 
det thinks, is carbunic oxide, which is disengaged prior to 
carbonic acid. This does not diffuse itself in the blood like 
the latter, but remains and destroys the hemoglobine and 
the hematine. 

The best remedies are not only inhalations of oxygen, but 
friction of the skin with oxygenated water and decomposi· 
ble oxides, such as those of manganese and of cadmiun. It 
is also suggested that sulphydrate of ammonia, 8,dminis
tered hypodermically, might decompose the carbonic oxide. 

.4" .. 

A CANADIAN sportsman declares that the speckled trout 
in Ontario have been killed by warm water. The woods 
have been cut down, and the sun, shining upon the water 
from morning till night, heats the streams. He asks the 
farmers to plant willow limbs along the water's edge to 
shade the brooks and give the trout a chance-to be caught 
by ,anglers. 
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